Scottish government accepts recommendations from ‘ambitious’ aquaculture review
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Regulatory change on the horizon for Scottish fish-farming sector

The first stage of an “ambitious” independent review of how fish farms are regulated is now complete, with the Scottish government accepting all its recommendations in principle. The recommendations, published in a report on the government’s website (https://www.gov.scot/news/first-stage-of-aquaculture-review-complete/), could lead to big changes, such as a modernized licensing system and payouts to communities with salmon farming operations.

“Aquaculture is a significant contributor to our rural economy, providing well-paid jobs in some of Scotland’s most fragile communities and will be an essential part of our green recovery and transition to net-zero,” said Mairi Gougeon, Rural Affairs Secretary.

The independent review is part of an initiative to make the Scottish aquaculture regulatory system one of the “most effective and transparent in the world and benefit rural communities.” Regulatory expert, Professor Russel Griggs, led the first stage of the review and submitted the recommendations after extensive stakeholder consultations.
The Scottish government accepted the recommendations from an “ambitious” independent aquaculture review, making regulatory change imminent. Adobe stock image.

“It is clear that, while there is a broad range of views on aquaculture, there is also a lot of commonality in certain aspects, so it is an industry which faces significant opportunities as well as challenges,” said Griggs. “I firmly believe that this process I am recommending will deliver a regulatory landscape that promotes a thriving environmentally and economically sustainable sector based on the best knowledge we have on all issues at that time.”

Proposals include the introduction of a new single licensing payment based on the level of production at a site, which covers the cost of all organizations involved in the process and adds value to local communities.
Another key recommendation is to develop frameworks tailored to different aquaculture sectors, including shellfish and seaweed. The review also calls for the establishment of a new scientific advisory body to advise the government and commission new work.

“I believe the aquaculture sector in Scotland, especially finfish, needs a policy framework within which development, change and growth can happen over a period of time in a manner that government agrees with across the issues that may cause it concern,” wrote Griggs in the report. “That policy and framework should therefore not be solely about what the industry looks like today, but how it can develop over time, for example, five to 10 years. It is the future that should be at the heart of the vision for the sector and form the parameters of the framework.”

Going forward, the Scottish government will develop a Vision for Aquaculture in Scotland, which will implement some of the recommendations as well as create its own framework for the aquaculture industry.

“It is important that change to the sector is delivered in a practical way that reflects the co-operation agreement with the Scottish Green Party and our own manifesto commitments,” said Gougeon. “Developing world-leading legislation for aquaculture is key to developing a sector that is both environmentally and economically sustainable.”

Click here to read the independent review of the current regulatory framework for Scottish aquaculture.
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